
MINI 4WD SERIES

The Basic Tune-Up Parts 
Set for AR Chassis
A great first step in upgrading the AR Chassis

FOR 
NEW DRIVERS!

Are you a new driver looking to power up your Mini 4WD machine? 
Then the Basic Tune-Up Parts Set for AR Chassis is for you! 
Use this set as a base upon which to upgrade your machine’s basic functions.

The set contains a variety of 
grade-up parts and is also 
compatible with MS, MA, VS 
and Super XX Chassis 
machines.

【Pre-installation】

Front Roller

Rear Bumper

Rear Roller

Front Bumper

The AR Chassis
　Arrow shows parts 

upgraded by set.

AR Chassis FRP Rear Wide Stay
Basic Tune-Up Parts

The lightweight and tough FRP plate’s wider 

roller attachment positions help improve your 

cornering!

Mass Damper
Basic Tune-Up Parts

Helps to absorb bounces when your 

machine lands after a jump, allowing you 

to pick up vital speed!

AR Chassis 
FRP Front Wide Stay

Basic Tune-Up Parts

Lets you fit 9mm, 11mm, 13mm or 19mm 

rollers in wide positions, and keeps its shape 

even if it takes a hard impact during cornering.

13mm Low-Friction Plastic Roller
Basic Tune-Up Parts

Rotates smoothly thanks to the special 

material, giving you silky cornering.

Stabilizer Ball Cap
Basic Tune-Up Parts

When cornering, this handy stabilizer pole 

touches the fence to help prevent your 

machine from flipping.

Power Champ GT Batteries
High-powered, long-lasting and shock-resistant 

R6/AA/UM3 alkaline batteries great for Mini 

4WD racing.

【After installation】
How does it look on the AR chassis?

Take care to install everything properly, and you’ll have an improved machine. 

With tough front and rear sections, it’ll be sure to last a lot of races!

※Not included in Item 15450

 （ Item 55113）

For those 
who want to go
even faster…

Upgrading the motor and using metal bearings give your 
machine even greater speed!

Atomic-Tuned 
Motor （ Item 15215）

Balances power and 

speed. It’s suited to a 

range of tracks!

Hex Hole Ball Bearing
Set（4pcs.）
Lowers friction loss to 

use your motor’s 

power better. And 

that means more speed!

Basic Tune-Up Parts 
Set for AR Chassis 
（ Item 15450）

（ Item 15287）
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Arched Tire

In pursuit of victory:
power up your AR Chassis!

FOR
INTERMEDIATE DRIVERS

Do you need a little extra performance to get you over the finish line first? 
This example shows you how to further upgrade a machine which is fitted
with the Basic Tune-Up Parts Set for AR Chassis.

Make it to the end of the race! Double 
rollers on the rear give stable cornering, 
while the front under guard makes it 
difficult for the machine to fly over the 
track fence. Mass Dampers help correct the 
car’s form after jump landings.

Thanks to the strengthening effect of the front 

FRP stay, the car can stand the higher forces as 

it enters a corner, maintaining smooth turns. 

The underguard helps prevent your machine 

from flying over the track fence.

Lightweight yet tough 5-spoke wheels are fitted 

with arched tires, which feature a low track 

surface contact area and therefore less friction 

while the machine is running, meaning that you 

can squeeze every drop of speed out of your racer!

Double rollers keep the car cornering smoothly, 

and mass dampers ensure that the car is only 

thrown off course with difficulty, even after raised 

sections such as lane changes. The result? A much 

more stable drive!

Here’s the Difference!
AR Chassis FRP Rear Wide Stay
※Included in Basic Tune-Up Parts Set for AR Chassis

※Included in Basic Tune-Up
　Parts Set for AR Chassis

Mass
Damper

 （ Item 15431）

 （ Item 15287）

 （ Item 15368）

Power Champ GT Batteries （ Item 55113）

 （ Item 15392）

 （ Item 15437）

 （ Item 15405）

Mass Damper Set

※Included in Basic Tune-Up Parts Set for AR Chassis
Stabilizer Ball Cap

※Included in Basic Tune-Up Parts Set for AR Chassis

Front
Under Guard

AR Chassis FRP Front Wide Stay

13mm Aluminum Ball-Race
 Rollers（Ringless）

17mm Aluminum 
Rollers 
w/Plastic Rings
（ Item 15449）

（ Item 15453）

（ Item 15215）
Atomic-Tuned Motor

FRP Reinforcing 
Plate Set（Short）

Hex Hole Ball 
Bearing Set（4pcs.）

Large Dia. Narrow Lightweight Wheels
（w/Arched Tires）

A front end built to 
handle strong forces

Light wheels and arched 
tires for a speed boost

Double rollers & mass 
dampers = Stability

FRP Stay

Front
Underguard

Large Dia. Narrow 
Lightweight Wheel Mass Damper

Carbon Reinforced 
8T Pinion Gear（6pcs.）
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